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• Paths to the goal

Caloric curves
Heat capacities
Cluster yield distributions

• Fisher’s parameterization
• Ising model clusters
• Finite size effects
• Apply to nuclear clusters
• Physical picture
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Nuclear matter coexistence curve
via fragment yields
pressure, density, temperature
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Phase transitions from Hadronic to Partonic Worlds
L. G. Moretto, K. A. Bugaev, J. B. Elliott and L. Phair

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Nuclear Science Division

Phase transitions in the Hadronic world
•Pairing (superconductive) Transition

finite size effects: correlation length
•Shape transition

all finite size effects, shell effects

•Liquid-vapor (with reservations) van 
der Waals-like 
finite size effects due to surface

Tc ≈ 18.1 MeV
ρc ≈ 0.53 ρ0

pc ≈ 0.41 MeV/fm3

Phase transitions in the partonic world
•Q. G. P. . . .
Finite size effects?



(and ours) :



Despite what some theorists may tell you 



Consider two different phases like two condensed phases with 
different packing (e.g f.c.c. and b.c.c.).

Calculate for each the molar free energy as a function of V at 
constant T.

Conclusion:Conclusion:1st order phase transitions are describable in 
terms of the thermodynamic properties of each phase 

considered independently. 
Equilibrium conditions do non require the contact of the 
two phases!
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Phase diagram via the liquid:
Caloric curves

J. Pochodzalla et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 75, 1040 (1995).

Excited nuclei treated as 
a heated liquid:

Measure energy E and 
temperature T

E vs. T plotted as a 
caloric curve:
This curve is suggestive, 
but some questions must 
be answered: 

For instance: what is the 
volume and pressure of the 
system?



In the thermodynamic limit:
V=constant caloric curves show 
smooth increase in T(E) through 
coexistence region; determining 
boundaries difficult;

P=constant caloric curves plateaus  
in T(E) through coexistence region; 
boundaries found from the edges of 
the plateaus;
T & E measured at several P;

Experimental access of phase 
diagram via caloric curves 
difficult.

kg

P=constant

V=constant

coexistence curve

Phase diagram via the liquid:
Caloric curves



Thermodynamic aside #1
• Clausius-Clapeyron Equation:

– valid when: 

vapor pressure ~ ideal gas
Hevaporation independent of T

• Neither true as T Tc:
– The two deviations compensate:

•

• Observed empirically for several fluids: 
“Thermodynamics” E. A. Guggenheim.
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Thermodynamic aside #2
• Principle of corresponding states:

Cubic coexistence curve.
Empirically given by:

+ for liquid
− for vapor.

• Observed empirically in many fluids: 
E. A. Guggenheim, J. Chem. Phys. 13, 253 (1945).
J. Verschaffelt, Comm. Leiden 28, (1896).
J. Verschaffelt, Proc. Kon. Akad. Sci. Amsterdam 2, 588 (1900).
D. A. Goldhammer, Z.f. Physike. Chemie 71, 577 (1910).

• 1/3 is critical exponent β≈0.328
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Phase Transition in Nuclei ?

Liquid Phase Vapor Phase

Nuclei as droplets? Finiteness           How much vapor?

Infinite uncharged Liquid Infinite uncharged Vapor

Non homogeneity Coulomb Non homogeneity 

Eliminate Coulomb



Or, why there are so few 
nuclear phase diagrams...
•The liquid vapor 
phase diagram – 3 
problems:

1.Finite size: How to scale 
to the infinite system?

2.Coulomb: Long range 
force

3.No vapor in equilibrium 
with a liquid drop. 
Emission into the vacuum.



Phase Transitions in Small  Systems:

Two approaches:

1. Search for “indicators” such as:

from caloric curves
a) Negative heat  capacities 

from fluctuations

“Theoretical” studies with models such as
Ising, Lattice gas, etc.
(Look for these features in experiment)

b) Bimodality

We shall show that these approaches lack generality and 
depend critically on unknown boundary conditions. 



From finite system 
to 

infinite system 
and vice versa

• E.g. nucleus → infinite symmetric nuclear 
matter

• Na(liquid) → Na(cluster)
• In the end, only parameters of the infinite 

system such as surface energy coefficient, 
critical temperature, etc. are needed

No simulations!





Finite systems:

Short Range Forces and the Role of Surface 

Thermodynamics with Surface

All that there is, is skin….



First order
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bulk =15.5⋅A MeV surf=-16.8⋅A2/3 MeV
Coul=-0.72⋅Z⋅ Z-1⎛ 
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⎟ ⋅A-1/3 MeV
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2

Z
 MeV pair =±34⋅A-3/4 MeV

Nuclei are leptodermous systems

radiusde
ns

ity (thin skinned)

Ebind via liquid-drop model:

Aside
Fitting Ebind for 5 ≤ Z ≤ 15 with liquid-drop model 
gives bulk, surf, Coul, symm, pair only to with ~15%.



Finiteness  Effects : LiquidFiniteness  Effects : Liquid
Short Range Forces ( V.d.W.)

Finiteness can be handled to a good approximation by the liquid drop 
expansion  ( A-1/3) 

EB= aVA + aSA2/3 +aC A1/3 …….

= A(aV +aSA-1/3+ aCA-2/3…..)

Liquid Drop Model in nuclei: 
• stops to 1st order in A-1/3

• good to 1% ( ≈ 10 MeV)
• good down to very small A (A ≈ 20)

Extra bonus:
• aV≈ -aS in all V.d.W systems

The binding energy/nucleon aV is essentially sufficient 
to do the job!



Saturated VaporSaturated Vapor
( V.d.W forces) and the phase diagram 

Infinite system :
the Clapeyron equation or Thermodynamic frugality

ΔHm≈ aV+p ΔVm≈ aV+T

ΔVm≈ Vm ≈ T/p

vap

Now integrate the Clapeyron equation to obtain the phase 
diagram  p= p(T)

m

m

VT
H

dT
dP

Δ
Δ

=



Thermodynamic aside #1
• Clausius-Clapeyron Equation:

– valid when: 

vapor pressure ~ ideal gas
Hevaporation independent of T

• Neither true as T Tc:
– The two deviations compensate:

•

• Observed empirically for several fluids: 
“Thermodynamics” E. A. Guggenheim.
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Saturated VaporSaturated Vapor
( V.d.W forces) and the phase diagram 

For finite systems :         Δ Hm ≈ aV+ 2/3 aSA-1/3 +T

Now integrate the Clapeyron equation :
p = p∞exp (2/3 aS A-1/3)

T

ln p

1/T
A=∞

A=finite
This is the phase diagram for 
the infinite system and for 
finite drops . It requires only 
the knowledge of aV ≈ -aS

This we have known for almost a century !!



Heat Capacity (boundary conditions)

A0-A
p1
T1

Evaporating droplet (Isobaric evaporation:

A0
p0
T0

…
p2
T2

p0 = p1 = p2)

T A( )
T A = ∞( )

=1−
1

A0
1/ 3 1− y( )1/ 3

y =
A0 − A

A0

Open boundaries

T A( )
T A = ∞( )

=1−
y2 / 3

A0
1/ 3 1− y( )

A0-1
p(A0-1)
T(A0-1)

0.5A0
p (0.5A0)
T (0.5A0)

…
p (…)
T (…)

Periodic boundaries



Phase diagram via the liquid:
Heat capacity

M. D'Agostino et al,Phys. Lett. B473 (2000) 219. 

Excited nuclei treated as 
a heated liquid:

Some measure of E is 
partitioned

Fluctuations in E
compared to nominal 
fluctuations:
The results is interesting, 
but some questions 
arise: 

How well was E
measured?
How well were partitions of 
E constructed?
Fundamental questions of 
the thermodynamics of



Whence negative heat capacities?

• In infinite homogeneous systems

• In infinite heterogeneous systems

• In finite but macroscopic systems
(surface effects)



Caloric Curves and Heat Capacities

Myth: negative heat capacities are indicators of 
phase transition in small systems.

Reality: negative  heat capacities can occur with 
or without phase transitions even in infinite
systems.





Negative heat capacities in infinite mixed phase 

b)

T

P

ΔT

Δp

(Δq/ ΔT) < 0



Whence negative heat capacities?

How much energy does it take to evaporate one particle?

A
E

HH surface
m ∂

∂
+Δ=Δ 0

3
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2 −
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A-dependent surface energy/particle

How does ΔHm depend on A ?

for a drop
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Now enjoy changing the shape of 
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c) Macroscopic systems with surface

Rule: If it gets easier to extract the next molecule 
C is negative

Cp= ∞ Cp<0 Cp<0



An Analysis of Bimodality
Infinite system

vaporliquid

P(ρ)

ρvap
ρ ρliq

Finite system ( Hill)

μ or  p constant 
T constant 

P(ρ)

ρ

Surface!!!
either liquid or vapor 

The intermediate range in ρ depressed by 
exp(-ΔS/T) 

but
Initial surface and created surface  depend on

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS



Example:Example: Ising with periodic boundary conditions  

Grand Canonical μ = const.
T = const

Numerical results:

T > TcT< Tc T< Tc

P(n)

n
Above Tcr only one phase:  there is no surface
Below Tcr either :

a. all vapor (no surface)
b. all liquid  (no surface)

But
if open boundary conditionsP(n)

n

Only vapor.
The only way to 
get no surface 

or



Now, let’s play with boundary conditions
P

P

P

P

Conclusion: Bimodality is not an essential feature but an 
accident due to special boundary conditions.

Conclusion: Bimodality is not an essential feature but an 
accident due to special boundary conditions.



Preliminary  ConclusionsPreliminary  Conclusions

In V.d.W. like systems (rapid convergence in powers of A-1/3)

∆Hm≈ aV

suffices to:
•Predict the existence of a vapor phase
•Calculate the phase diagram over a good T 
interval 
•Take care of finite size effects

Finite size is a non issue !!!

But……..
Coulomb/Gravity

are
Show stoppers !!

But……..
Coulomb/Gravity

are
Show stoppers !!



Cluster size distributions

Thermal properties of vapor:
Aggregation of nucleons into 
clusters

(The gas point of view)

Physics of clusterization

nA (T ) ∝exp −Δ F A,T( ) T( )

(Quint)essential Nuclear Physics

(The liquid point of view)

Physics of nuclear clusters

Thermal properties of a drop:
Vapor pressure and phase diagram 
from Clapeyron equation + surface
Caloric curves
Heat capacities
Compound nucleus decay

Liquid-vapor
transition



Cluster models  and Phase Transitions

• Application to infinite Ising Model 

• Finite size effects: droplet in lattice 

• Complement correction  



An Unconventional Method:An Unconventional Method:

Liquid

Vapor

p

T

At saturation, the vapor composition depends only upon 
temperature T 

so

Let us characterize the saturated vapor composition at 
all temperatures and we shall obtain the phase diagram. 



The saturated vapor is a non ideal gas. We describe it in 
terms of  a Physical Cluster Model. 

Physical Cluster Model: Vapor is an ideal gas of clusters 
in equilibrium 

If we have n(A,T), we have the phase diagram: 

P=TΣ n(A,T)

ρ= Σ An(A,T)
So

What is n(A,T)? 

If we have n(A,T), we have the phase diagram: 

P=TΣ n(A,T)

ρ= Σ An(A,T)
So

What is n(A,T)? 



Fisher ModelFisher Model

n(A,T)= q0A-τ exp-
T
Ac σε0 with

c

c

T
TT −

=ε

Where does this come from?

Example: Two dimensional Ising Model 

n(A,T)=g(A)exp-
T
Ac σ

0

g(A)~A-τ exp kAσ

Asymptotic expression for g(A) 

Fisher writesFisher writes

n(A,T)= q0A-τ exp
T
Ac

T
Ac

c

σσ
00 −



H = − Jijsis j
ij

∑ − B si
i=1

N

∑

 
Jij =

J,  i and j neighboring sites
0, otherwise

⎧ 
⎨ 
⎩ 

s =
1
-1

⎧ 
⎨ 
⎪ 

⎩ ⎪ ⇒
s+1
2

=
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0, empty

⎧ 
⎨ 
⎪ 

⎩ ⎪ 

• Magnetic transition
• Isomorphous with 

liquid-vapor transition
• Hamiltonian for s-sites 

and B-external field

Ising model



nA (T )
q0A

−τ = exp
−c0εAσ

T

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ ⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ ⎟ 

Data collapse indicates Δμ = 0

Δμ = 0 indicates coexistence

• Fisher scaling

Ising analysis: Fisher scaling

C. M. Mader et al., nucl-th/0103030, LBNL-47575

The clustering in the 3d Ising 
model can be described by 
Fisher’s droplet model



Motivation: nuclear phase 
diagram for a droplet?

• What happens when you 
build a phase diagram with 
“vapor” in coexistence with a 
(small) droplet?

• Tc? critical exponents?



Finite size effects in Ising

… seek ye first the droplet and its 
righteousness, and all … things 

shall be added unto you…

?
A0

Tc

Tc
∞finite lattice 

or 
finite drop?

Grand-canonical Canonical (Lattice Gas)



Finite size effects: Complement

• Infinite liquid • Finite drop

nA (T) = g(A)exp −
ES (A)

T
⎛ 
⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 
⎠ 
⎟ nA (A0,T) =

g(A)g(A0 − A)
g(A0)

exp −
ES (A0,A)

T
⎡ 
⎣ ⎢ 

⎤ 
⎦ ⎥ 

• Generalization: instead of ES(A0, A) use ELD(A0, A) which 
includes Coulomb, symmetry, etc.
• Specifically, for the Fisher expression:

nA (T) = q0
A−τ A0 − A( )−τ

A0
−τ exp −

c0ε Aσ + (A0 − A)σ − A0
σ( )

T

⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ 
⎥ 

Fit the yields and infer Tc (NOTE: this is the finite size correction)



Test Complement with Ising 
model

• 2d lattice, 
L=40, ρ=0.05, 
ground state 
drop A0=80

• Regular Fisher, 
Tc=2.07 

• Tc = 2.32±0.02 
to be compared 
with the 
theoretical value 
of 2.27...

• Can we declare 
victory?

A=1

A=10



Nuclear Phase transition 
(cluster approach)

• The Coulomb problem and how to bypass it 

• Where is the vapor? 
(the radiant nucleus and its virtual vapor)



Coulomb’s Quandary

Coulomb and the drop
1) Drop self energy
2) Drop-vapor 

interaction energy
3) Vapor self energy

Solutions:
1) Easy
2) Take the vapor at 

infinity!!
3) Diverges for an 

infinite amount of 
vapor!!



How to deal with Coulomb

• Transition state • Van der Waals 
concentration

n = n0e
−

VTS

T = n0e
−

VSR

T e
−

VC

T

VTS

nVdW



Problem 3: no physical vapor in 
equilibrium

•Is there a gas phase 
in equilibrium with the 
droplet? (NO)
•Can we still make a 
thermodynamic 
characterization of the 
gas phase? (YES)



ISiS measured lifetimes 
compared to yields

•Experimentally 
measured lifetimes and 
yields both controlled by 
the same Boltzmann 
factor

•Evidence for a rate 
description of the 
physical process

Lifetimes: L. Beaulieu et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 5971 
(2001) & PRC 63, 031302 (2002)

Yield comparison: L. G. Moretto et al., arXiv/nucl-
ex/0209009, LBNL-51306

time (fm/c)



Complement for excited nuclei
• Fisher scaling 

collapses data 
onto coexistence 
line

• Gives bulk 
Tc=18.6±0.7 
MeV

• pc ≈ 0.36 MeV/fm3

• Clausius-Clapyron fit: 
ΔE ≈ 15.2 MeV

• Fisher + ideal gas:

p
pc

=
T nA T( )

A
∑

T nA Tc( )
A
∑

• Fisher + ideal gas:

ρv

ρc

=
nA T( )A

A
∑

nA Tc( )A
A
∑

• ρc ≈ 0.45 ρ0
• Full curve via 

Guggenheim

Fit parameters:
L(E*), Tc, q0, Dsecondary

Fixed parameters:
τ, σ, liquid-drop coefficients



•Density (vapor branch)

•Liquid brach, 
Guggenheim scaling

•b1 and b2 are fit 
parameters

•Change sign of b1 for the 
liquid density

Density phase diagram 
for infinite system

ρc = 0.08 fm-3

T=0 is normal density; this sets 
the absolute density scale



Pressure phase diagram 
for infinite system

•Pressure

•At Tc
pc=0.41 MeV/fm-3



Phase transitions from Hadronic to Partonic Worlds
L. G. Moretto, K. A. Bugaev, J. B. Elliott and L. Phair

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Nuclear Science Division

Phase transitions in the Hadronic world
•Pairing (superconductive) Transition

finite size effects: correlation length
•Shape transition

all finite size effects, shell effects

•Liquid-vapor (with reservations) van 
der Waals-like 
finite size effects due to surface

Tc ≈ 18.1 MeV
ρc ≈ 0.53 ρ0

pc ≈ 0.41 MeV/fm3

Phase transitions in the partonic world
•Q. G. P. . . .
Finite size effects?



Tantalizing telltales
• Chemical equilibrium at fixed temperature

• Physical equilibrium at fixed temperature 

• This is observed in soft emission and in the center of mass of jets.

• Equilibria are a necessary condition…

• Is the constant temperature a signal?

• Usually not:

• phase coexistences are univariant (one one variable)

• Thus an entire range of temperatures

• Examples of univariant equilibirum:

• Liquid-vapor

• Solid-liquid

• Black body - its radiation

• However: fixing pressure leads to a unique temperature.



The partonic world (Q.G.P.)
(a world without surface?)

• The M.I.T. bag model says the pressure of a Q.G.P. bag is constant:

• ; g: # degrees of freedom, constant p = B, constant                       .

• The enthalpy density is then

•

• which leads to an entropy of

•

• and a bag mass/energy spectrum (level density) of

• .

• This is a  Hagedorn spectrum:

•

Partonic vacuum

Hadronic vacuum

?

mm0

ln
ρ Η

(m
)



Origin of the bag pressure

•To make room for a bubble of volume V an energy E = BV is necessary.
•To stabilize the bubble, the internal vapor pressure p(T) must be equal to the external 
pressure B.

•Notice that the surface energy coefficient in this example is not obviously related to 
the volume energy coefficient.

10 m

B = 1 atm



Bag equilibrium with Fermionic obligatory constituents
• with  

• For P0 = B the bag is stabilized by the quantum pressure and TH = 0.

n

T



The partonic world (Q.G.P.)
a constant temperature world

The M.I.T. bag model :

The  Hagedorn spectrum: 

Implications?The Hagedorn Bag ρH(m)



Equilibrium with Hagedorn bags:
Example #1: the one dimensional harmonic oscillator

•BEWARE! A linear dependence of S on E spells danger to the unaware!
•Beware of the canonical and grand canonical ensembles!
•Go MICRO-canonical son!

•For a one dimensional harmonic oscillator with energy ε in contact with a Hagedorn
bag of energy E:

•The probability P(ε) is:

E ε

ln
P(

E) •The most probable value of ε:

•

•For E → ∞: ε → TH



• The total level density:

•

• Most probable energy partition:

•

• TH is the sole temperature characterizing the system:
• A Hagedorn-like system is a perfect thermostat.

• If particles are generated by the Hagedorn bag, their concentration is:

•

• Volume independent! Saturation!  Just as for ordinary water, but with 
only one possible temperature, TH!

Equilibrium with Hagedorn bags:
Example #2: an ideal vapor of N particles of mass m and energy ε

ρΗ(E)

ideal vapor ρiv
• particle mass = m
• volume = V
• particle number = N
• energy = ε



1. Anything in contact with a Hagedorn bag acquires the temperature 

TH of the Hagedorn bag.

2. If particles (e.g. πs) can be created from a Hagedorn bag, they will 

form a saturated vapor at fixed temperature TH.

3. If different particles (i.e. particles of different mass m) are created 

they will be in chemical equilibrium.

ρH(E)

The story so far . . .



ρΗ(E)

The radiant Hagedorn bag
(initial energy E0, initial radius R0)

• At coexistence:
• flux in φin = flux out φout = φparticles:

•

• Energy flux φE:

•

• With no containing volume the Hagedorn bag 
radiates itself away.

• Upper limit for lifetime τ of Hagedorn bag:

•

• Similarities with compound nucleus:
• Same spectra and branching ratios

• Differences with compound nucleus:
• All quantities calculated at fixed TH

ρΗ(E)



Stability of the Hagedorn bag against fragmentation

• If no translational or positional entropy, then the Hagedorn bag is indifferent to fragmentation.

• If the fragments form a vapor of Hagedorn bags (except one):

•

• If the fragments form a vapor composed entirely of Hagedorn bags then:

• N = 1  all the mass is concentrated into a single Hagedorn bag.

ρH(m)
ρH(mk)

ρH(m3)
ρH(m2)

ρH(m4)

ρH(m5)

ρH(m5)

ρH(m1)

ρH(m6)

indifferent



A bag with a surface?
•Remember the leptodermous expansion:

•
•Notice that in most liquids aS ≈ -aV
•However, in the MIT bag there is only a volume term

•
• Should we introduce a surface term? Although we may not know the magnitude of as, we know 
the sign (+). The consequences of a surface term:

•

•

V

T
T c

V

0

C
p=

0

V

εV



Stability of a gas of bags

Bags of different size are of different 
temperature. If the bags can fuse or fission, 
the lowest temperature solution at constant 
energy is a single bag. The isothermal 
solution of many equal bags is clearly 
unstable.

A gas of bags is always 
thermodynamically unstable.

A bag decays in vacuum by radiating (e.g. pions). 
As the bag gets smaller, it becomes HOTTER!
Like a mini-black hole.

The decay of a bag with 
surface



Is the surface energy temperature dependent?

•

•From the bag stability condition:

Tc

•For V very small T → Tc

T V

T
T c

Tindep

Tdep



The perfect “Granulator”

Tc

TH



Conclusions
Nuclear dropletsIsing lattices

• Surface is simplest correction for 
finite size effects (Rayleigh and 
Clapeyron)

• Complement accounts for finite 
size scaling of droplet

• For ground state droplets with 
A0<<Ld, finite size effects due to 
lattice size are minimal.

• Surface is simplest correction for 
finite size effects(Rayleigh and 
Clapeyron)

• Complement accounts for finite 
size scaling of droplet

• In Coulomb endowed systems, 
only by looking at transition state 
and removing Coulomb can one 
speak of traditional phase 
transitions

Bulk critical point
extracted when
complement 

taken
into account.



Origin of the bag pressure

•To make room for a bubble of volume V an energy E = BV is necessary.
•To stabilize the bubble, the internal vapor pressure p(T) must be equal to the external 
pressure B.

•Notice that the surface energy coefficient in this example is not obviously related to 
the volume energy coefficient.

10 m

B = 1 atm
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